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In this book the author ingeniously introduces the concepts of generative mechanisms of economic processes in the sense of constructing a grammar- automaton associated to a given economic process, Σ, such
that the process’ evolution can be simulated by this grammar-automaton. Of practical interest is the fact
that the generative mechanisms of economic processes, as deﬁned by the author, are suﬃciently general
to include the solution of a variant of the travelling salesman problem with time restrictions (a computer
program, called REPIGAL, is obtained); Zilinskaya’s problem, problems of paths in graphs, problems of
aggregation and loss of information in hierarchical systems and others. Each of the later chapters includes
references to articles at an appropriate level. The book is remarkable for the illustrative examples, for its
research area and for further investigations. From a pedagogical point of view I would recommend this
book as an ideal introduction to economic modelling. An extensive bibliography is provided.
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